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Marabu in Bietigheim-Bissingen 

 
Marabu in Tamm 

  

In Tamm near Ludwigsburg, Germany, every child knows where to find “Marabu”, not 
the black and white stork, but a company steeped in tradition. Established in 1909, 
MARABU is the brand of a company standing for high-quality inks and paints. 
Starting out 150 years ago as a retail business, this modest beginning developed into a 
successful group of companies with global presence. Today Marabu develops, pro-
duces, and sells a broad range of paints for creative use for kindergartens, schools, 
hobbyists and professionals as well as inks for screen, pad, and digital printing for 
graphic and industrial applications. 
Once the brand was established, the company searched for an appropriate location to 
house the expanding company. The company was relocated to Tamm, north of Stuttgart, 
in 1919 where the international headquarters of the printing ink division are still housed 
today. In 2004, the “creative colours” factory moved to a new purpose-built facility in 
nearby Bietigheim-Bissingen. The roots of the family business and its staff thereby re-
mained devoted to the Swabian homeland region with its modern infrastructure. 
The ownership is shared by the families Simon and Thorban with equal representation.  
The medium-sized company has approx. 400 employee’s world-wide.  Based on 12 sub-
sidiaries, complemented by distribution partners in more than 80 countries, the global 
sales network is responsible for bringing Marabu´s high value products to the benefit of 
the local user. Constant advancement, first-class service, loyal customer retention while 
understanding and implementing social responsibility for human nature and the environ-
ment have always been central elements of the corporate identity.  Marabu´s certifica-
tion in ISO 9001 (certified since 1995) and ISO 14001 (certified since 2003) is further 
evidence of the emphasis placed on quality. 
 
Creative Colours 
Marabu is a brand known from childhood starting with 
finger paint in kindergarten to lino printing and water 
colours in school, followed by hobby paints like acrylic and 
textile right up to professional products such as spray paint 
and Fixogum – Marabu offers a wide product range 
covering more than 3000 products. 
 
Printing Inks 
Printing inks are frequent but hidden parts of our daily life: 
as membrane switches on household appliances, sales dis-
plays endorsing new purchasing experiences, restaurant 
and packaging glass delivering thirst quenching drinks, bot-
tle closures, labels, CDs/DVDs, life-saving traffic signs, and 
many more. Solutions, offered by the Marabu product range of solvent-based and 

150 Years Marabu   
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Albert Martz 

 
Marabu Tamm since 1919 

UV-curable printing inks, have been milestones for industrial as well as graphical applica-
tions.  
 
From Retail to Colour 
On April 14th, 1859, Albert Martz founded a retail shop for „Colours 
and Materials“in the city of Stuttgart. Beginning in 1870 Mr. Martz was 
not only dedicated to the retail business but expanded into the produc-
tion of artist paints and drawing boards shortly followed by geometric 
instruments which preceded the Marabu drawing utensils. In 1878 
Albert Martz died at the age of 48. 
 
From the Registered Trade Mark to a New Location in Tamm 
In 1909, his son Eberhard Martz registered the trade 
mark MARABU at the Imperial Patent Office in Berlin. 
Following the trend of the day which competitors like 
“Pelikan“(Pelican) and „Schwan“ (Swan) had chosen, 
the family adopted the name of a bird emerging as 
Marabu – with reference to the initials of the Martz 
family name. Due to the limited potential for production 
expansion, Eberhard Martz acquired in 1914 a property 
with buildings of a former oil mill in Tamm. Raw material 
shortages attributable to the first world-war delayed the move of the meanwhile 76 em-
ployee strong company until 1919.  In 1923, the Marabuwerke AG was founded by the 
brothers Eberhard and Dr. Eduard Martz. Dr. Eduard Martz´s profound knowledge in 
chemistry ensured the company’s competence in developing colours. This tradition was 
continued by his nephew Erwin Martz, a PhD chemist like his uncle.  
 
Continued Property Purchases satisfying the Company’s Expansion  
In the early years, Marabu manufactured drawing boards, T-squares, 
curve templates, and measuring tools. Wood was at first used, followed 
by synthetic materials like “Marabu-Stabil”, celluloid, and acrylic. 
„Plakattempera“ was added to the product range; a tempera 
manufactured especially for commercial artists. A trendy Indian ink as 
well as adhesives and blackboard chalk supplemented the assortment. 
A casein-based paint „Tamma“ was created in 1925 for painting theatre 
background sceneries. To meet the education need of craft classes, a 
wooden box was designed housing 7 colour shades and various brushes; accesso-
ries and varnishes followed later on. The colour series „Dürer “offered oil and water 
colours for professional artists. Adhesives were called „Maracoll“, and the Indian 
ink range was called „Tuschol“. The name „Illumina“ stood for pastels and oil 
chalks.      
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Export Orientation 
In 1921 Marabu discovered its thirst to spread beyond its original borders.  Exports to 
Italy, Finland, Romania, and Hungary were the first step paving the path for a successful 
international expansion. In the late 20's and 30's, Marabu profited from the fast growing 
demand for colours, already employing 115 workers by 1934.  
 
Rapid Developments for Marabu with the German Economic Boom – 
The First Screen Printing Inks 
The oil paint “Pantachrom”, initially developed back in 1928 for 
glass applications, was used for first screen printing experiments. 
After the Second World War, the still barely known market of 
screen printing was entered with pioneering spirit. The Marabu 
“screen printing studio” cooperated closely with users and 
developers. The great demand for „advertising colours“ resulting 
in the presentation of Marabu´s first screen printing ink, 
„Marapid A“ in 1952,  initiated an upward trend for the 
company in the 50´s.  Thanks to its brilliant, opaque colour 
shades, Marapid became the No.1 screen printing ink for the 
production of artist serigraphs.  
 
By 1953, the company’s pre-war turnover had more than 
doubled. This growth enabled the management to concentrate on investments like e.g. 
waste water purification and building expansion. The factory space in Tamm doubled. 
Electronic data processing found its way to Marabu with a device from IBM.  Dr. 
Gerhard Simon, husband of the granddaughter of the in 1952 deceased Eberhard 
Martz, joined the company and was appointed deputy member of the board in 1958. 
 
As a leading company in the production of screen printing inks, 
Marabu developed the water-soluble Ink „Maraboy“ for school 
education as well as for the study of Screen Printing. Marabu-
“Fixogum”, a clear, viscous glue based on natural rubber and or-
ganic solvents whose main use was found in newspaper and 
billboard layouts was added to the range of adhesives in 1959. 
Nowadays, Fixogum is an ageless product with a wide range of 
professional and craft applications. 
 
Screen Print – On The Move 
The official apprenticeship to become a Screen Printer was initially introduced in 
1959, and Marabu supported this new Screen Print generation in Germany from the 
very start.  In 1962, the „Siebdruckring“ was founded, a network which connected 
Marabu with 30 German distribution partners. The idea was to pool a broad range 
of expertise; an ideal condition for the development of screen printing inks, accesso-
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ries, and machinery with the brands „Argon“ and „SIRI“. The “Siebdruckring” was the 
forerunner of today’s well known „Siebdruck-Partner“ which will celebrate their own 20 
years of existence in 2009. The combination of the partners’ skills, their joint exchange, and 
active cooperation continue enabling new and better products and solutions, for both 
graphical and industrial customers. 
 
School and Pre-school Paints Boomed in the 60’s 
The practicality of the water colour paint boxes, originally invented 
in the 19th century for outdoor painting and mainly used by artists 
led in the 50s to broader use particularly for graphical applications. 
The Marabu water colour boxes experienced their Golden Age in 
the 60´s, school art education took advantage of the practicality 
and creativity they offered.  Since 1969 children have been 
painting with Marabu finger paints and the popular tempera pucks - 
large pressed colour tablets. 
 
The Marabu Logo 
After 40 years of service, the Managing Director at that time, Dr. Erwin Martz, retired in 
1968. Dr. Gerhard Simon, Dr. Martz’s son-in-law, took over the Management and car-
ried out the role for the next 18 years. 
In the same year, the decision to create a new company logo was made. The popular 
typographer and designer Prof. Kurt Weidemann created the new company logo whose 
use has continued till today: a red dot above the black M. 

 

 

 

1859                1926               1934             1959              until 1967      after 1968 

 
A New Shareholder for Marabu 
To meet the company’s growth, the search for external expertise was met in 1969.  
Gustav Thorban, an experienced businessman from Berlin, became shareholder join-
ing the company as Managing Director until 1999. His varied roles included fi-
nance, production, and technique issues for the drafting division. 
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Colour Reference Systems for Screen Print  
As the first German manufacturer of screen 
printing inks, Marabu developed its own colour 
reference system in the early 70’s; a base of 
14 standard shades enabled a total of 76 fur-
ther mixed colour shades. It was the ideal tool 
for screen printers and graphic designers: fast 
and precise colour definition reducing time 
invested for mixing due to exact mixing instructions. During the 80’s, the program was 
expanded to “Marabu System 21” enlarged to 168 colour shades becoming the stan-
dard colour reference tool for screen printers. 
 
The market launch of one of the most successful screen printing inks of the company’s 
history followed in 1979, Marastar SR. Even after 30 years with some timely adjust-
ments, this ink system is still considered a benchmark today. The Marastar SR holds some 
secrets, but the infinite range of applications like graphical screen printing, fleet marking, 
membrane switches, and labels, typified its market leading universality.  
 
Pioneering a New Print Technique with the First Marabu Pad Printing Inks  
In the early seventies, Marabu introduced Printing Inks for the new technique of pad 
printing. This print method offered and still offers almost unlimited opportunities in deco-
rating curved and three-dimensional substrates. The long-time experience in manufactur-
ing screen printing inks paved the way for entry into pad printing.  With the introduction 
of the ink series Tampastar TPR, Tampapur TPU, and Tampapol TPY the success story be-
gan. Another first was the introduction of Tampacure TPC in 2005, the first UV-curable 
pad printing ink. Nowadays, Marabu pad printing inks are successfully used across the 
globe for printing onto toys, promotional gifts, golf balls, automotive parts, phones, as 
well as technical or medical products. The number of applications with its most varied 
substrate choice is nearly unlimited.  
 
In the 70’s and 80’s, Hobby Painting grows in Popularity 
Marabu expertise in industrial colours played hand in hand and complemented the 
use of colour with the hobbyist. Hand painting onto textiles became in vogue with 
the hippie generation. Marabu was part of this trend developing the hand painting 
textile paint „Hobbytex“. This was followed by a range of products including „Tex-
tilbunt“, „leicht & bunt“ and „Marabatex“: powder batiks and dyes for craft pur-
poses. To mirror the boom for decorative painting, the Marabu-„Bastelfarbe“ was 
launched. As the hobbyist ventured to the outdoors, the weatherproof universal paint 
„Decormatt“ reigned the range. Following a philosophy of continual modernisation, 
the casein glass paint "Glasdekor" was replaced with the synthetic resin paint "Hob-
byglas". 
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Drafting Division establishes itself as the Third Pillar in the 80’s 
The assets brought into the company by Gustav Thorban were invested particularly in the 
field of drafting technique. In 1972, along with the extension of the plotting board busi-
ness, the production of small drafting machines began. After a major fire destroyed the 
entire drafting equipment production, generous new premises were built the same year. 
1979 the Swedish company Spacio was bought by Kuhlmann, a drafting equipment 
competitor. In 1986, the production of drafting boards, tables, and office furniture was 
finally transferred to a new location in Satteldorf, Germany. The production in Satteldorf 
continued to run a full capacity until the entire market took a turn. With the explosive de-
velopment of computers into all facets of business, this progress also entered the area of 
technical drawing. In specific, CAD technology gradually replaced the conventional de-
vices, and production of the drafting product range was ceased in 1997. 
 
Generation Change  
In 1986, after Dr. Gerhard Simon’s passing, his eldest son Rolf became Assistant Manag-
ing Director, responsible for finishing the plans and building a new factory in Tamm. Mr. 
Rolf Simon’s role expanded over the years and services today as Managing Director. 
 
Developing Alternative Ink Systems: UV and Water 
In order to find alternatives to the traditional solvent-based ink systems, the ink industry 
was researching water-based and UV-curing ink systems. In 1987, Marabu simultane-
ously started the production of UV-curable and water-based screen printing inks.  The 
technologies ran a neck-and-neck race, until UV emerged in the early 90’s as the victor: 
unlimited mesh opening accompanied by very fast curing speeds lead to enormous in-
creases in productivity. Today, the diversified product range of UV-curable screen print-
ing inks covers industrial applications like Optical Discs (Ultradisc UVOD), Labels (Ul-
traRotaScreen UVSF), Containers (Ultrapack UVC), and Glass (Ultraglass UVGL) as well 
as classic graphical screen printing (Ultraboard/Ultragraph UVBR/UVAR), representing 
in total more than 50% of Marabu´s volume.  
 
First Digital Printing Inks Made by Marabu                                                                     
Just as with CAD, the print world was being challenged by digital technology. The 
digital printer for large format decoration appeared on the market.  Marabu´s start 
in the transition began already in 1995 developing solvent-based digital printing 
inks for Piezo print heads. Using the knowledge from solvent-based and UV-curable 
screen printing inks, a range of digital printing inks were developed for the market. 
In the year 2002 Marabu was ready.  At the occasion of the Fespa show in Ma-
drid, Marabu introduced the first digital printing inks with an own Marabu label: the 
Marajet range for solvent-based Inkjet inks and Ultrajet for UV-curable Inkjet inks.  
With digital printing, the delivery of ink on the press is a basic element of the print 
process. The range of auxiliaries to complete the package continues to grow: Bulk-
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systems, Plug & Play cartridges, primers for difficult substrates, as well as protective var-
nishes for digital prints. 
 
Silk Painting – A Hobby Trend of the 90’s  
The decoration of Silk is a centuries old past time and even industry. What became 
trendy was to be creative with silk in the home. Whether the easy to use iron fixed 
Marabu-„Silk“ for the beginner or the steam fixed „SilkArt“ for the “professional artist”, 
the trend was in full swing. Furthermore the product range expanded at a rapid pace 
with the matt drying paint „Decormatt“, being accompanied by the glossy Marabu-
„Decorlack“ in 1992. In the same year, the new water-based glass paint "Decorglas" for 
school, hobby, and leisure replaced the previous glass paint "Hobbyglas". Towards the 
end of the 90´s, the range was again supplemented with Marabu-"GlasArt" for hand-
craft glass painting. 
 
Keeping Marabu Busy: „fun & fancy“ 
In 1998, young and old fell in love with the new trend Window Color.  The 
demand for this re-appliable, transparent Window Color increased 
phenomenally. Up to 5 contract packagers were needed in order to cope with 
the huge demand.  Additional buildings in Tamm and Ludwigsburg were 
rented.  Even after the boom subsided, Window Color has continued to be 
one of the most popular paint systems due to its easy handling and bright 
colour range. 
 
Product Safety has top priority when it comes to inks or paints for children “of all ages”.  
Virtually the entire range of hobby paints are water based and comply with the EEC 
regulation EN 71/part 3 for the safety of toys.  Additionally, since 2008, all Marabu 
colours for children carry the "spiel gut" seal of safety quality.  Product Safety has also 
always been a cornerstone of the print division.  Acting as trend setter Marabu was early 
in the complete elimination of inks containing heavy metals. Even today Marabu follows 
a policy of meeting and generally exceeding industry norms and recommendations win-
ning several environmental awards along the way. 
 
Separation of the Divisions: Printing Inks and Creative Colours  
In the year 2004 the continued growth in both business areas led to a natural step; 
individual focus and a separation of the two divisions: The new „Creative“- premises 
were built in nearby Bietigheim, uniting the departments Production, Packing, and 
Logistics, as well as Development, Marketing, and Sales.  The move simultaneously 
provided the printing inks division at the headquarters in Tamm the benefit of greater 
space.  
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Marabu - Today and Tomorrow  
Marabu looks to the future with confidence and ambition. Maintaining our customer’s 
trust while gaining new customers with quality and service, is the defined objective. In-
spired by own ideas and dialogue with users, development and innovation will create 
tomorrow’s products: Printing inks contributing substantially to the productivity of manu-
facturing processes - Creative Colours offering fun in leisure. 
 
Numbers, Data, Facts 

Founded:                          1859 in Stuttgart 

Production plants: Germany (Tamm and Bietigheim) 

Subsidiaries: 13 (BR, DK, E, F, SF, N, NL/B, S, SGP, RUS, I, UK, USA)                         

Employees:                       400 worldwide 

Apprenticeships: Screen Printers, Industrial Clerks, Warehouse Employees, 
Employees for chemical production, Chemical Technicians, 
and Paint Laboratory Assistants 

Average Turnover:  74 million € p.a. 

Export quota:  70%  

Owners:  Families Simon and Thorban and daughters of Erwin Martz 

Managing Directors:  Rolf Simon (Central Division),  

                                       Dr. Roland Stählin (Printing Inks Division), and  

                                       Uwe Braun (Creativ Colours Division) 

 Certificates:  ISO 9001 (1995), ISO 14001 and Sony Green Partner 
(2003) 

 Memberships: EuPIA, ESMA, CEPE 
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150 years of company history, across 5 generations, is not an ordinary event. The Man-
aging Directors express their thoughts about the 150th anniversary. 
 
In your opinion, what’s Marabu´s secret for 150 years of successful company his-
tory?  
Rolf Simon: During this long period of time, Marabu has constantly managed to answer 
the variable challenges of the market with effective concepts. Satisfied customers, while 
recognizing new trends, is the key to success. 
 
Which of the recent developments at Marabu is the most gratifying?  
Roland Stählin: Within the Printing Inks Division we continuously focussed on interna-
tionalization. By implementing the right strategy, we were able to launch and position 
suitable products for important applications.  
Uwe Braun: The entire staff of the Creative Division naturally remembers our Window 
Colour highlight „fun & fancy“. Innovative ideas like „Marabu Living“ for Interior Design 
inspire our customers.  
 
What is your wish for the future of Marabu?   
Rolf Simon: To always have an accurate sense for what our customer’s future demand 
will be. Close cooperation with our distribution partners and proximity to potential cus-
tomers and users, therefore, remains our most important issue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please provide Mrs. Nina Krafft with an author's copy when publishing, and thank 
you for this in advance.  
For questions about this press report or photo material, please feel free to contact us 
under: presse@marabu.de 
 
 
 
  

Photo, from the left: 
Rolf Simon, Shareholder, Managing Director and Head of the 
Central Division,  
Dr. Roland Stählin, Managing Director and Head of  the Printing 
Inks Division  
 


